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"I've go through countless books because the mid-sixties and nothing at all has been equal to
this reserve. This will give you the power to produce a long lasting transformation like never
before, and to have the joy, peace, and true fulfillment you’ve always been searching for. Far
from offering basic platitudes and general principles, Reality Unveiled immerses you into this
astonishing world of historic and modern knowledge—and presents you with all the incredible
evidence to support it.After offering a uniquely fresh understanding of life and exploring the
answers to your innermost queries, it gently continues on to show you how to utilize this
inspiring wisdom in your practical, everyday life." —Lex Allen, Author of the Eloah TrilogyIn Fact
Unveiled, Ziad Masri takes you on a profound journey into the heart of existence, revealing a
breathtaking, hidden reality that may transform your daily life forever.
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Fitting life encounters and years of learning right into a context that makes sense to me In my
own 40's I dropped my dear wife who was my dearest treasure since I was 16. Although I pieced
all this collectively myself from everything I've read, its fine to see it all together. As Masri
describes, we are like computers that may only process handful of energetic info. I became
indifferent to anything positive or negative occurring with me because I feel like I passed away
with her.Developing up in a devout Christian family members and likely to Catholic schools
throughout childhood my family believed my faith might save me, but it did not. I usually
needed more than simply faith because I am as well analytical and have to understand how
everything works. I have to understand why and yearning to just understand consumes me until I
can make sense of everything.This book doesn't eliminate my grief nonetheless it has helped me
come around to the believable possibility that she is not lost forever to me. The publication
gives evidence that is tangible and has opened my brain to trusting that because I can't observe
something doesn't mean it isn't there. As it happens I really do have faith and this book gives it
to me in the manner my mind can understand it in a way that offers been the most meaningful of
any publication I have read before. We was 22 years old and I never idea anything like that
would happen to me Five years ago, We was a hardcore atheist. I had a decent knowledge of
psychics, biology, and chemistry. There few other mistakes in his book as well, many of which
were refuted. BUT an individual question usually lingered in my mind: How do our cells and each
section of the cell "understand how to proceed? I give this book one additional star for correctly
interpreting quantum mechanics and also explaining the oneness of issues and how exactly we
are all interconnected. It is easy to read, understandable yet full of substance. I usually resorted
to consciousness as the explanation, each cell will need to have some type of intelligence or
conscious awareness. I especially loved his critique of positive thinking and regulations of
Attraction. I was 22 years older and I hardly ever thought anything like this would happen to me.
Very inspiring publication to say minimal." But I didn't feel correct asking that nor do I feel I was
being listened to.What really pushed me personally over the edge into the metaphysical world
was when my lover still left me personally. I was beyond devastated, inconsolable. I don't know
why but in some way I found myself calling psychic after psychic, requesting them if he'd come
back. I started reading books about how exactly psychics worked, and far to my surprise, the
energy stuff produced sense intuitively. These books pointed out other metaphysical principles
and I shortly immersed myself in all things metaphysical.Today, 5 years later, I have transformed
completely seeing that person. It is so much not the same as the majority of the Law of Appeal
teaching. Excellent book! To those individuals that question how it could all be accurate, it is
true because everything in the entire Universe is merely energy. Research and spirituality go
hand in hand. Einstein knew it, Tesla understood it, and so many others did and perform. What I
wish to say to scientists and atheists alike, and anyone wondering about the existence of God, I
really do believe that whatever God is, it really is real and we are a part of this God but this God
is not the one most of the world thinks about.Thank you Masri for writing this book, which is a
perfect culmination of everything I've thought about for the last couple of years.. My wanting to
know the meaning and truth behind everything, desperate for my place and purpose in life, and
trying to make feeling of the division in society was unveiled in this publication. She meant
everything if you ask me and I really like her so much. People, usually do not close yourself off if
you think that if it's not measurable or provable by research it cannot be accurate. We are so
limited in our capability to understand or to see everything around us. Since her passing I have
not really cared about my very own life. Great within the reality we think we reside in and the
after existence.The practical applications he offers are icing on the cake! I must say i enjoyed it.



For a long time I've wondered; From Abrahams, Eckhart Tolle, Caroline Myss to books about
recent lives etc ive browse therefore many books.Why carry out I feel a sense of disconnection
from myself and others?, at least for all those rare souls who take it seriously. Masri has taken it
all collectively in this creation and offers helped answer a lot of those questions for me. Too
much misinformation I wish I possibly could have given this book more celebrities, but it
presents logical fallacies and pseudoscience.Will there be a deeper purpose to my entire life? In
the event that you resonate with the following questions then that is a must go through.What's
this emptiness I feel inside?AM I GOING TO ever be happy?Will generally there ever end up
being peace in this crazy globe? Mr.What really happens after I die?What’s the idea of
everything?As an Engineer I'm heavy on science but not so much spirituality.Are we alone in the
universe?.I can't even begin to fathom how much time of analysis went into this book as he has
shared an immense amount of knowledge, evidence, and wisdom with us. I am hoping that by
scanning this, many people can finally start to understand the real nature of our truth and
empower themselves because that's what it's actually about.Well done! Buy this book you wont
regret it Ive never wrote a review before but i am 80% through this book and personally i think
the urge to do so.Ive read numerous books on spirituality. not anymore! Now, do not get me
incorrect, I am not really arguing and only scientific empiricism. I really believe that books
discover you rather than the other way around. So if you ended up here please purchase this
book, there's grounds why you ended it up here at the 1st place.I wouldn't recommend this
publication to anyone who's not used to spirituality because i think its quite advanced
knowledge yet very easy to comprehend & read. And in addition because nobody is ready for
the truth, we are in different levels inside our journeys. But this book is now my #1 reserve. No
book come near this one. This is by far the best spirituality book I've read. It truly is worth
reading. That is a book that may change your daily life - in a great way. It really is life altering
This book is incredible. It challenges your world view in ways you might have under no
circumstances imagined. Biology and chemistry explained how, but I asked how do they "know"
what to do? Wow! My scientific background/ mind helped me understand and embrace
spirituality concepts so much more. Well at least for now. Transforming, Hopeful, Profound Masri
says bluntly what others only hint at. Yet I believe that this world view will pass on as the globe
becomes more educated and wiser After all, mystics have already been telling us the same thing
for ages. Letting you know what it is will have little effect right here so I won’t. Browse this
wonderful book. There are plenty of very good stuff here.Shortly after I figured, a health crisis
shocked me to the core, so very much that for the first time in years that I actually thought about
God. Not really that Marsi is from this. Only that it's naïve and incomplete and could lead to
disintegration instead of integration.. (Start to see the booklet, “Manifestation Happens” by Joey
Lott, on Amazon) Marsi e has valuable pages on recognizing and dealing with our Shadow,
something chirpy “positive” New Age people have a tendency to repress. I also was impressed
with Mari’s explanation of what we should shoot for, what really offers meaning to our life. The
reason why that I have chosen to devote myself to living a spiritual existence is because
spirituality and science usually do not contradict. Masri offers experienced and lived what's in
this publication. Anyone who takes his wisdom to heart, and builds and expands onto it, can
become a fresh person. Thank you A bunch of additional books all copied to one. It resonated
deeply and I have already been sharing excerpts the whole day Gratitude This book provided me
with an improved understanding of the internal tug of war I have been going through the past
few years,, perhaps longer. Masri does an excellent job at combining prominent spiritual
literature and scientific evidence. I had no complications understanding the information, as



nothing was beyond my comprehension, and filled me with a sense of peace and joy.
THEREFORE I asked God, "Why me? I resonated deeply with this and love the way it was
presented Loved it and will share it with everyone I know. No new ideas. I fully support science
exploring questions that not in favor of the "status quo", but Dr. They are thoughts predicated on
a book dialogue group. Excellent book !! We cannot even observe or hear or go through the
majority of what's "around" us. It really is just like you were in my head because this is often
how I clarify it to myself also to others.it provides a great sense of wish and encourage to
practice to be a more love giving person.Why am I here? I understand a lot about spirituality But
that one is by much the very best. Took everyone else's thoughts and analysis and copied into
his very own book. Emoto had not been a genuine scientist, and his experiments were not only
badly performed but cannot become replicated on a more substantial scale. This book also
argued against Darwin's development theory. Although I am open up against additional
interpretations, I did not find his rebuttal to be logically audio. I thought I understood it all." I
kept picturing my own body, every human body, really just a composition of trillions of cells
(and therefore, atoms, subatomic contaminants, etc), each working night and day to preserve us
alive. There have been a few orher intriguing stuff as well, but overall it was filled with too much
misinformation.
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